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Executive summary
User research (UR) is an essential part of the programme for the Digital Transformation of the Planning
system in Scotland, aiming to provide a solid, robust, and reliable foundation based on a clear
understanding of its users’ issues and experiences.
We spoke to 1073 participants in a series of workshops, interviews, design validation sessions and an
extensive citizen survey.
Participants were drawn from the very broad spectrum of user groups across the planning system in
Scotland (Development Management - DM and Spatial Planning - SP), with planning authority staff being
central to the research. All authorities had opportunities to take part in the research.
In our first phase of research, the identification of similarities in the insights from different user groups led
to the development of our main themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistency: “32 ways to solve the same problem” – a lack of consistency in many areas impacts
users in a number of ways across the system.
Engagement and trust: Public engagement across planning is narrow and unrepresentative. Citizens
often feel planning decisions are a “done deal” and that their voices do not matter.
Knowledge of planning: A lack of knowledge of planning, and impact of planning decisions on the
lives and experiences of individuals and communities undermines civic capacity and the ability to
participate meaningfully.
Communication: For professionals and citizens across the planning system, communications,
notifications, and updates are poor leading to confusion, frustration, dissatisfaction, inefficiencies,
delays and impacts on decision making.
Collaboration: Many professional user groups highlighted missed opportunities to contribute and
collaborate, undermining the ability to identify and resolve potential issues early, or improve
community engagement.
Data and technology: Planning professionals consistently highlighted that the technology is “not fit
for purpose”, as well as numerous issues with the data captured to support effective monitoring
and decision making.
Knowledge, skills, and resources: Across the planning system there are gaps in knowledge, skills
and resources that impact on decision making and the ability of staff to deliver the quality-ofservice users expect.
Efficiency: A number of areas were identified where efficiency could be improved, often relating to
technology issues or staff carrying out unnecessary admin tasks.

These insights generated by the user research have been invaluable and formed the foundation of the
transformation programme so far, and this will continue as we move into the delivery phase.
Additional user research on the following is detailed in separate reports:
•
•

The creation of a set of prototypes to illustrate the ‘art of the possible’ in a planning system of the
future, and the feedback subsequently captured.
An exploration of the innovation and transformation opportunities in spatial planning
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Introduction
User research is recognised and conducted as a key part of delivering the Strategy for Digital
Transformation of the Scottish planning system.
The aim:

“Providing a solid, robust, and reliable foundation for the transformation
strategy, based on a clear understanding of the issues and experiences of the
varied user groups across the planning system in Scotland.”

What is user research and why do it?
An effective strategy to transform the planning system must be based on a clear understanding of who the
users of the system are, how they use it, their current experiences of it, and their unique perspectives on
the opportunities for change.
Our approach to understanding users and their needs is directly aligned with the Scottish Government
Digital First Service Standard, which places user needs firmly at the centre of our work.
Our broad base of user research gives a robust and reliable foundation to build a user-centred strategy for
digital transformation, and for further iterative research as we move into and through delivery.

Our approach to user research
Our user research programme started in November 2017 and will continue as the strategy develops and
moves into delivery to ensure that Digital Planning remains focused on meeting the needs of its users.
An essential part of user research is making sure we speak to the right people about the right things. All
Research participants were recruited to ensure they were representative of each user group concerned to
ensure the validity of our insights.
The groups we have conducted research with are shown below:

Development Management

Spatial Planning

Householder applicants

Citizens

Commenters

Planning authority spatial planners

Planning officers (local authority)

RTPI young planners

Architects and agents

Major developers

Developer applicants

Statutory consultees

Statutory consultees

Infrastructure groups (telecoms, energy, green
infrastructure etc.)

Local councillors
Enforcement officers

Directorate for Planning and Environmental Appeals
Planning and Architecture Division Staff
Community planning/development
Academics/universities
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Research was conducted through workshops, interviews, and an extensive survey (citizens, on awareness
of, and engagement with, Local Development Planning) with broad, high-level themes. This ensured a
consistent approach and allowed the flexibility to probe deeper into specific points of interest as they were
raised.
Our findings were analysed thoroughly within each group, and then across different user groups to
generate common themes and insights.
In addition to this, we also conducted 20 facilitated walkthroughs to validate our thinking on prototypes
developed to illustrate the ‘art of the possible’ in a future planning system.
Finally, we focussed on innovation and transformation in spatial planning. This was approached through a
series of workshops exploring what the future of spatial planning could look like, including collaborative
design, and the creation of illustrative prototypes which were then validated. This work is covered in a
separate report.
The research approaches and insights captured will be discussed in more detail in later sections of the
report.

Scale and spread of research
In total, 1073 participants were involved in this user research which started in November 2017. The
research has encompassed both Development Management (DM) and Local Development
Planning/Spatial Planning (LDP/SP) and included:
•
•
•
•

25 workshops
27 interviews
20 prototype validation sessions
1 survey (with 800 respondents)

As planning authorities are at the heart of the Scottish planning system, broad ranging involvement was
essential. From Highland in the North to Dumfries and Galloway and Scottish Borders in the south, a mix of
large urban planning authorities, smaller more rural authorities and the national parks were involved in our
research.

Participants

70

Professionals
Including architects,
consultees, developers
and more...

~~

859
Citizens

144

~!3~.!!

authorities

Figure 1. Infographic of user research participant groups and numbers.

Workshops took place in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, Stirling, Aberdeen and Inverness with professionals,
consultees, planners, and members of the public.
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Direct interviews (conducted via telephone or WebEx) allowed us to obtain a broader geographical spread,
where bringing a user group together was logistically difficult.
The more qualitative survey on Local Development Plan awareness and engagement, allowed us to capture
responses from 800 across Scotland, and more importantly, those not already engaged with planning.

User research principles
Key principles that underpin the user research are the notions of continuous, lightweight, and
collaborative.
The user research will run throughout the programme in an iterative cycle of discovering insights and
requirements then validating the design decisions and solutions.
With this, it is far more effective to be lightweight and continuous, building, and challenging learnings
throughout. This keeps thinking current. In contrast, large research projects can take a long time to
complete with a significant risk that the data is quickly out of date.
The planning system is used by many different user groups and understanding those needs and being able
to deliver on them is not something that can happen in isolation from each of the different user groups. So,
it is essential that the approach is as collaborative as possible, making the best use of different skills and
perspectives to both understand the problems and create the most effective solutions.

Research phases
Through the duration of the project, research has gone through different repeating phases of data
collection, analysis and insight gathering followed by reflection and consolidation. These three main phases
were:
•
•
•

Phase 1: Development of main themes through meta-analysis of first phase research.
Phase 2: Prototype validation sessions to capture feedback on prototypes created to illustrate the
‘art of the possible’ in a planning system of the future.
Phase 3: Innovation and transformation opportunities in Spatial Planning investigated through a
series of workshops.
Nov 17 - Oct 18
1 - Development of Main
Themes

•

Nov 18 - May 19
2 - Prototype Validation &
Iteration

•

Jun - Oct 19
3 - Spatial Planning Innovation
and Transformation

The focus of the current report is Phase 1: Development of main themes.
The work conducted and insights gathered in the Phase 2: Prototype Validation and Iteration sessions and
Phase 3: Spatial Planning Innovation and Transformation research are presented in the second and third
summary report, respectively.
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Development of main themes
It became apparent after a number of rounds of research that some high-level themes were developing,
repeating across the different user groups. These high-level findings were analysed, grouped, and themed
to produce a working set of high-level themes and labels.
As the research progressed, the main findings from each round of research from both DM and SP, were
matched against the groupings and headings of the identified major research themes. Some iteration and
refinement of labels occurred but the nature of the groups very much remained.
The endurance of these labels throughout the timeline of research became testament to their accuracy
and robustness.
Issues reported in one area may overlap with one or more other areas reflecting that issues are often
complex and multifaceted.

Consistency
“32 ways to solve the same problem” - a lack of consistency in many areas impacts users
in a number of ways across the system.
Through the various workshops and interviews conducted with professionals and citizens across the
planning system, issues related to consistency, and opportunities to address them were highlighted.
There is a lack of consistency amongst planning authorities in the DM process, legislation, requirements,
guidance, and communications that impacts many user groups.
This includes householders applying for planning permission, and architects and agents finding it difficult to
offer best-practice professional advice: “…when different bodies do different things and change at
different times …”. Planning authorities themselves highlighted a lack of consistency in approaches and
interpretations to legislation in Development Management.
A prime example of this inconsistency is pre-application, whether it is offered or not, the fees involved and
if it is considered to be of value.
There is considerable support for a consistent approach, process, tools, and guidance - encapsulated in a
single system - across planning authorities.
On the Spatial Planning side, the presentation of local development plans is inconsistent, often poor, and
not user centred. This was highlighted across almost all groups in spatial planning.
The inconsistency in approach is epitomised by a workshop quote with spatial planners: “… 32 ways [sic] to
solve the same problem.” with the implications that has for consistency, efficiency, resource utilisation and
service delivery.
Spatial planners and other groups, such as consultees, major developers, and others, frequently highlight
the lack of a consistent approach and of clear guidance on monitoring. What should be monitored, and
how? What data should be captured, in what way and what format.
This issue also relates to the ‘data and technology’ and ‘business performance and insights’ areas.
The involvement of both statutory consultees and infrastructure organisations, such as green networks,
energy, and telecoms, is very inconsistent. It can often be very late or does not happen at all. Issues like
competing land use need to be identified as early as possible. This is also a data issue.
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Engagement and trust
Public engagement across planning is narrow and unrepresentative. Members of the
public often feel planning decisions are a ‘done deal’ and that their voices do not matter.
The first direct research around awareness and engagement was a customer journey workshop into the
citizen experience of commenting on a planning application. We also surveyed over 800 people across
Scotland to find out how aware and engaged they are about local development plans.
Further workshops were conducted on the motivations, barriers, and experience of engaging with an LDP.
Engagement was also a workshop topic with planning professionals.
When citizens wish to engage, they do not know when or how to engage effectively e.g., how to phrase or
submit an objection on planning grounds. This was a very common finding across both DM and SP areas of
planning, and from most of the groups we conducted research with.

Figure 2. Photographs showing analysis in progress from 4 separate workshops.

In Spatial Planning, major developers, consultees, and community planning managers described awareness
and engagement of citizens and communities as poor, too narrow, and ineffective.
The collective experience of these unsuccessful engagements, and a lack of transparency in decision
making goes to reinforce the notion that many applications are inevitable, “a done deal” and that their
voices do not matter.
Feedback from DPEA (Planning and Environmental Appeals Division) participants indicated this situation is
compounded by the volume of information, its technical nature, and the protracted timescales involved.
All of which makes the process almost overwhelming for members of the public to follow.
Another common finding across many of the user groups in both DM (major developer and consultees) and
SP (Spatial planners), was that engagement on proposed developments or the local development plan is
not representative of broader communities. This was epitomised by references to the “sea of grey”,
“vested interests” and “NIMBYS” by our research participants.
Community planners emphasised that ‘planning creep’ is poorly controlled and new developments can be
poorly integrated into existing communities. This affects mutual trust, and the quality of place.
Concerns were voiced by planning authorities and councillors about the impact of increasing citizen
engagement on workload volume, reduced resource, and the drive to reduce delays.
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Councillors felt that PAC events were imbalanced and polarised with both sides being heard at separate
events – joint presentations, as have been conducted previously, were thought to be more balanced with
the potential to be collaborative.
Councillors and community planning managers highlighted that communities in more deprived areas have
more limited capacity to engage – the resources they have to do so is what they bring to the table
themselves – networks, skills, knowledge, tools, and technology. As a consequence, planning is seen as
something that is done to such communities, not with them.

Knowledge of planning
A lack of knowledge about planning, and impact of planning decisions on the lives and
experiences of people and their communities, undermines civic capacity and their ability
to participate meaningfully.
In general, the public do not have an effective knowledge or understanding of planning. How the processes
work (Development Management and Local Development Planning), when permission is needed, and
when and how to engage effectively.
This was a very consistent theme across the whole of planning with almost all of the groups involved, and
not just citizens.
Members of the public highlighted a lack of good, clear, simple guidance to help them understand the
process and what to do. Guidance is often text heavy, lengthy, and hard to understand due to its technical
and legal nature. It also differs between planning authorities.
Similarly, for enforcement officers, one of the major issues was that the general public do not understand
enforcement - what it is, what it does, how it operates – and even their awareness of enforcement.

Communication
For professionals and members of the public, communications, notifications and updates
across the planning system are poor. This leads to confusion, frustration, and
dissatisfaction. This in turn, creates inefficiencies, and delays and impacts on decision
making.
A key part of any application, system, or service, is for users to clearly understand the current status, what
they need to do, what happens next, and when they will get a response. Otherwise, it can be very
confusing and frustrating.
We have come to expect this as a normal part of daily life. When we pay a bill online, buy event tickets or
order a pizza. But this is not the experience of people interacting with planning.
Here are some notable examples:
•
•
•

•

Householders get frustrated by the lack of updates on how their application is progressing, often
being told by their architect or agent that “No news is good news!”
This frustration is shared by the architects and agents. They want a client-friendly interface to track
and share communications and monitor an application’s progress.
This applies equally to planning authorities. A lot of their time is taken up answering enquiries from
householders, agents, and others about how applications are progressing. Their time is further
diverted by discussing applications with consultees when there are more efficient ways of
exchanging information.
Consultees are consistently notified late that their input is needed. And when they are consulted, it
is often unclear what is being asked of them. This subsequently leads to delays or impacting the
quality of work and input to decisions.
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This is also an issue for complainants using the enforcement service. Their experience is of little
communication, feedback, or updates on what is happening with their complaint. Fielding the resulting
calls and enquiries takes time and resource.
Enforcement officers also indicate the great majority of their work is communicating, and largely
electronically. Yet the system they use to log cases and communications is very inefficient and needs
double working.

Collaboration
Many professional user groups highlighted missed opportunities to contribute and
collaborate, undermining the ability to identify and resolve potential issues early, or
improve community engagement.
The current process is perceived as lacking in both the opportunity to collaborate effectively and the
means to support this (tools and technology). Pre-applications are not mandatory and inconsistent. An
issue raised by architects, agents, major developers, and consultees.
This is seen as being a key aspect of identifying and resolving issues early - when submitting planning
applications and indeed reviewing them.
•
•

Architects agents and major developers are looking for meaningful early collaboration and feedback
to identify issues and helping ensure a successful outcome of success.
This is also an issue for consultees who want to have as early involvement as possible for their input
to be most effective.

Figure 3. A break in one of the workshops

In Spatial Planning, different user groups feel there is a lack of collaboration and input at key stages.
•
•

Major developers feel they should have greater input into the identification and allocation of sites.
For statutory consultees, they state a lack of clarity on when they should be involved. It means they
are often not involved at the right time or even at all.

Community planning managers highlighted the lack of direct connection between planning and community
planning at policy and practice levels. They and felt there was a great opportunity to address this and to
have more formal links to support collaboration and engagement with communities.
Councillors strongly feel that those making representations on planning applications at committee
meetings, should be allowed to do so electronically wherever possible to avoid having to wait for hours to
speak for just a few minutes.
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Data and technology
Planning professionals consistently highlighted that the technology is ‘not fit for purpose’.
They also have numerous issues with the data captured to support effective monitoring
and decision making.
Architects and agents are frustrated with the payment system being limited and inflexible, not supporting
multiple payments, or indeed covering all payments (some are still required by cheque). In addition,
payment cannot be allocated to a third party for easy payment direct by clients, rather than having to
make payments themselves on their client’s behalf.
Planning authorities consistently highlighted issues with their technology, such as being slow, poorly
integrated, incompatible, and generally not fit for purpose.
The system needs to process, display, and share large amounts of data quickly for example GIS and
mapping data, and large files submitted by applicants. Similar technology issues and limitations were
reported in Spatial Planning by planners, consultees and DPEA (Planning and Environmental Appeals
Division).
There is a strong consensus that planners should have appropriate technology with offline capability for
site visits - mobile, tablet and even drones. Also, such site visits should be able to be requested in advance
of committee meetings, such as the LRB (Local Review Bodies), and not at the meeting itself, to save time.
From a consultee perspective, the current system restricts efficient data and information sharing between
relevant parties working on an application.
Planning authorities report that half or more of the total time it takes to create a local development plan, is
spent sourcing and collating data. This can be data on minerals, resources, infrastructure, housing, flood
risk, mining and so on. The currency of the data can be problematic, and this impacts the quality of
decision making.
Major developers, and consultees in Spatial Planning, have issues about data being out of date, missing,
unclear and consistent. These issues are put down to there being no single ‘correct’ source of data.
Similarly, the DPEA highlighted that the data required can often be conflicting, or not submitted at the
right time, causing delays, and leading to decisions with a higher potential to be contested.
Community planning managers raised a concern with the data used to predict population growth. This data
does not take account of planned growth and this places a strain on service delivery in areas with more
development. These two forms of growth were described as distinct and separate.
In Spatial Planning, the question of what data should be captured, and in what manner, is regularly raised
as one of the key issues in delivery and monitoring of and local development plans (LDPs).
In the delivery and monitoring of an LDP, planners and other groups in spatial planning frequently
highlighted the lack of clarity on what to monitor, what data to capture, and in what manner.
In addition:
•
•

Consultees highlight monitoring and delivery as problematic.
Major developers additionally felt that an effective delivery plan would discourage slow or nondelivery.

Further feedback from consultees and infrastructure groups reinforces this view. Things are being
sacrificed and work not being carried through to delivery - especially with green infrastructure and ‘quality
of place’ which is seen as a first line casualty.
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There is a perceived lack of alignment between national and local policies by consultees and infrastructure
groups. Local policies are seen at times as too narrow and less forward thinking.

Knowledge, skills, and resources
Gaps in knowledge, skills, and resources across the planning system impact on decision
making and the ability of staff to deliver the quality-of-service users expect.
Planning authorities feel they lack the appropriate skills and resources - people, tools, and technology - to
deliver the quality of service they want to. This is also acknowledged by major developers as a barrier to
quick and accurate decisions, and a factor in the perceived overuse and end loading of conditions.
Service improvements planned and delivered by a planning authority (DM), are often primarily focussed on
the needs of the planning authority and with little or no emphasis on the needs of the other users.
Householders, architects, agents, major developers, and consultees.
This points to a lack of user-centred design focus, and the knowledge, skills, and support to provide this.
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Figure 4. Key themes were developed for all user groups before the Meta-analysis to identify the main themes. Shown are forward
planners (spatial planners) and DPEA/PAD staff.

Similarly, in spatial planning, planning authorities highlight a lack of time, tools (Inc. templates and
guidance, and the appropriate skills to deliver consistent, user-centred, visually engaging, and easier to
understand plans.
This is echoed in varying ways by most of the planning professionals we spoke to.
Consultees and infrastructure groups highlighted a lack of awareness and knowledge in some areas over
what they do as organisations, when they should be involved or contacted, and the potential impacts of
development for them.
Finally, Feedback from Councillors emphasised that their training in planning matters should be
mandatory, ongoing, and monitored.
•
•

This was echoed by major developers and consultees indicating that those making important
planning decisions should have the necessary knowledge and skills to do so quickly accurately and
effectively.
Councillors also indicated that decisions on planning matters should be taken by those on their peer
group with the relevant experience – planning committee vs. full council.
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Efficiency
A number of areas were identified to improve efficiency. These often relate to technology
issues or staff carrying out unnecessary administration tasks.
Many of the issues contribute in different ways to inefficiencies and delays in the system.
•
•
•
•

Slow and poorly integrated technology
Missing data or data in the wrong format
Lack of resource
Poor communications and notifications

Our interviews with DPEA staff and Reporters identified limited technology and inefficient processes as
creating lots of manual data manipulation and duplication of work in the capture and sharing of
information between stakeholders.
As just one example of this, when local authorities are processing planning applications, there are a
number of areas that could be addressed, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Missing data required for validation.
Reconciliation of payments
Missing data required for assessment.
Responding to queries on the current status of an application
Co-ordinating communication between consultees and planning authorities.

Data captured through interviews with planning authorities highlighted the potential savings that could be
realised if these issues were addressed. This area is covered in greater detail in the business case for the
digital transformation of planning.
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Bringing the data to life
Capturing large amounts of data always brings the challenge of how to illustrate it and bring it to life, so
that it is not just a list of raw data and findings on the page. Throughout the research we have illustrated
the data in a number of different ways including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key themes for each user group.
Process flows.
Customer journeys: householder and commenter.
Opportunity maps aligning the issues and opportunities for different user groups across shared
journeys.
Storyboards.
Prototypes.

A selection of these data illustrations is presented in the appendices.
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Research programme reporting
The capture and analysis of the extensive amount of data to identify the main themes was the first part of
the user research conducted on the programme.
In Phase 2: Prototype validation and iteration, the insights captured in this report, the Horizon Scanning
conducted by Future Cities Catapult, and additional sources including the team and wider department,
were used to drive the creation of a set of prototypes to illustrate the ‘art of the possible’ in a planning
system of the future.
We then captured feedback on these prototypes in a series of structured walkthroughs to validate our
thinking and further our understanding of user goals and requirements. These sessions were very
successful, capturing lots of very rich feedback which was then used to improve and iterate the designs.
In Phase 3: Innovation and transformation opportunities in spatial planning a series of workshops with
academics, PAD development planning team, spatial planners and RTPI young planners were conducted to
explore the future landscape, constraints, and scenarios in spatial planning.
The insights and findings from these workshops were then used to drive some collaborative design
sessions with spatial planners. The designs and ideas captured were developed further into illustrations of
the ‘art of the possible’ for the future of spatial planning through the development of prototypes,
storyboards, and other design artefacts.
We then captured feedback on these prototypes in a similar way to phase 2 and iterated the designs.
All research reports can be found in the Informing the Strategy - User Research section of the
Transforming Planning website.
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Appendices
1. User research activities and participants
Development Management participants
Date

Activity

n

Location (s)

Outputs/Data Illustrations

Comments/Notes

Nov 17

Householder
Planning Application
Workshops *2

20

Edinburgh &
Inverness

All had submitted a planning application themselves or through a planning professional.
Recruited via agency to agreed profile.

Nov 17

Commenter
Workshop *1

10

Glasgow

Dec 17

Architect Interviews

5

Telephone/Remote

Dec 17

Planning Authority
Process Mapping
Workshops *5

55

Feb 18

Planning Authority
Application
Experience
Workshops *2
Developer Major
Application
Workshop *1
Statutory Consultee
Workshop *1

19

Edinburgh,
Glasgow,
Inverness, and VC
session.
Glasgow & Dundee

Raw data & Key themes
Customer Journey Map
Storyboards
Opportunity Map 1
Raw Data & Key Themes
Customer Journey Map
Opportunity Map 2
Raw Data & Key themes
Storyboards
Opportunity Map 1
Process Map & Findings

Raw Data & Key Themes
Storyboards
Opportunity Map 1

Focussing on the human experience of processing planning applications with a mix of
Planning Officers, Admin and Tech. Initially recruited via internal PAD contacts with
participants nominated by the respective Planning Authority.

8

Glasgow

All participants completed and submitted planning applications for Major Developers.
Recruited via Homes for Scotland.

10

Edinburgh

Raw Data & Key Themes
Process Map
Opportunity Map 2
Raw Data & Key Themes
Opportunity Map 2

Aug 18

Councillor
Interviews

6

Telephone/Remote

Raw Data & Key Themes
Opportunity Map 2

Aug/Sept
18

Enforcement Officer
Interviews
Total

2

Telephone/Remote

Raw Data & Key Themes
Opportunity Map 2

Feb 18
July 18

135

All had commented on a planning application, either local or major (50:50). Recruited via
agency to agreed profile.
Practising architects or technicians. All SMEs (1-25 employees) and various locations
across Scotland. Recruited via internal PAD contacts.
24 x PAs across Scotland, 2 x NPAs and DPEA. Initially recruited via internal PAD contacts
with participants nominated by the respective Planning Authority.

All had significant experience interfacing with the Development Management process. 2
participants from each of the 5 statutory consultees - SEPA, Scottish Water, Scottish
Natural Heritage, Historic Scotland, Transport Scotland. Initially recruited via internal PAD
contacts with participants nominated by the relevant Consultee.
All had experience on Planning Committee, Full Council and LRB including some
conveners. 25 had initially agreed to take part but 19 were unable to attend on their
agreed timeslot. Recruited via HoPs and internal PAD contacts.
All were active Enforcement Officers. Recruited via internal PAD contacts then
Enforcement Officer’s forum. All Enforcement Officers were invited to take part.
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Spatial planning (Local Development Planning) participants
Date

Activity

n

Location (s)

Findings

Comments/Notes

Jan 18

Citizen LDP
Awareness and
Engagement Survey

800

Across Scotland

A&E by Income Band
A&E by Employment Status
A&E by Age Group

Mar 18

DPEA/PAD
Interviews
Planning Authority
Spatial Planner
Workshops *2
Citizen LDP
Awareness and
Engagement
Workshops *2

7

Telephone/Remote

23

Edinburgh &
Stirling

20

Edinburgh &
Glasgow

July 18

Statutory Consultee
Workshop *1

10

Edinburgh

Raw Data & Key Themes
Opportunity Map 3
Raw Data & Key Themes
Opportunity Map 3
Process Map
Raw Data & Key Themes
(Aware)
Raw Data & Key Themes
(Engaged)
Experience Map
Raw Data & Key Themes
Opportunity Map 3

Respondents recruited (through agency to agreed demographic indicators) across
Scotland to be representative of gender, education, age, employment, and income
spread. Locations were primarily central corridor (Glasgow and West to Edinburgh and
East), Fife, Falkirk, Perth, Dundee, Angus, Aberdeenshire, and Inverness reflective of the
more populous areas.
Including 3 DPEA Reporters and internal PAD staff on admin and decision making.
Recruited via internal PAD contacts.
Participants 10 different Planning Authorities, with a mix of Planners, Tech and Admins.
Initially recruited via internal PAD contacts with participants nominated by the respective
Planning Authority.
Focussing on the experience, motivations, and barriers to engagement within aware and
engaged groups. This was the qualitative side of the Awareness and Engagement Survey
(quantitative). Recruited via agency to agreed profiles.

Aug 18

Major Developers
Workshops *2
Infrastructure
Providers Interviews

7
7

Glasgow &
Edinburgh
Telephone/Remote

Raw Data & Key Themes
Opportunity Map 3
Raw Data & Key Themes
Opportunity Map 3

Community
Planning Managers
Total

4

Telephone/Remote

Raw Data & Key Themes
Opportunity Map 3

Mar 18
Jun 18

Aug/Sep
18
Sep 18

878

All had significant experience interfacing with the Local Development Planning process. 2
participants from each of the 5 statutory consultees - SEPA, Scottish Water, Scottish
Natural Heritage, Historic Scotland, Transport Scotland. Initially recruited via internal PAD
contacts with participants nominated by the relevant Consultee.
All participants had good experience interfacing with Local Development Planning
Process. Recruited through Homes for Scotland.
Participants invited to take part from across Green networks, Telecoms and Energy
providers. Transport Scotland, and Scottish Water had already taken part in the Statutory
Consultees workshop. Approx. 4-6 from each group were invited to take part. Recruited
via internal PAD contacts.
All Community Planning Managers were invited to take part through their central
contact. Recruited via internal PAD contacts and professional contact list.
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Prototype validation sessions
Date

Activity

n

Location (s)

Findings

Comments/Notes

Jan – Feb
19

Facilitated Walkthrough of
‘illustrative’ Prototypes I

20

Remote via WebEx

Session findings and insights
x7

Oct 19*

Facilitated Walkthrough of
Illustrative Prototypes II
(Spatial Planning)

5

Remote via WebEx

Session findings and insights
x 2 (to be produced)

Citizen respondents were recruited through a third part agency to agreed
profiles for householder applicant and commenter. Planning Professionals
were recruited through all previous research contacts for the required user
profiles.
Spatial Planners were invited to take part from all Planning Authorities

Innovation and transformation in spatial planning workshops
Date

Activity

n

Location (s)

Findings

Comments/Notes

Jun –
Sep 19

Innovation and
Transformation in Spatial
Planning Workshops (4), and
Collaborative Design Sessions
(2)

35

Dundee, Edinburgh &
Glasgow

In progress - TBC but likely:
Raw data
Storyboards
Prototypes

Respondents recruited through existing contacts:
Academia/University – 8
PAD Development Planning Team – 3
Spatial Planners – 12
RTPI Young Planners – 6
Collaborative Design (Spatial Planners) – 6
All Planning authorities were invited to take part for each round. RTPI
Young Planners were mainly committee members. The main criteria was
having an innovative and forward-thinking viewpoint on planning and
related technology.

Totals:
Research Participants

- 1073

Workshops
Interviews
Prototype Validation Sessions
Surveys

- 25
- 27
- 25
-1
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2. Householder applicant customer journey map
of
the Service

Thinking

Doing

Feeling

I want to build
something
- w nere do I start ?
- w nere do I go for advice?
- How mucn will it cost?
- I want to create more
space and add value

- w nat exactly do I need
to do?
- I want to do t ne job
properly
- I need more/clear inf o
- Are tne professionals I'm
working witn reliable?

NOc:e. Tnls Is wnere tne arcnltect takeS over as tne nooseoo1oer
rarery oomp1etes/Sutmlts tne appncauon;

- Getting adv ice from
family • friends
- Looking for design
inspiration
- Looking at budget
- Finding professionals

- Getting quotes
- Speaking to arcnitect
- Organising funding
- Speaking to builders
- Exploring designs

- Gave up using tne portal
- Talking to arcnitect
- Asking otners for nelp • adVice
- Not mucn, leaving it to tne arcnitect
- Keeping on top of tnings
- Contacting tne council

- Cnasing up arcnitect
- cnasing planning office
- Talking to friends • family
- "Tnere's notning you
can do"
- "Try to be realistic

- Excited
- ·couldn't wait to
get started"

- Excited
- Opt1m1stic

- Curious
- Excited
- Positive

.. Positive
.. Relieved
.. Hopetul

- Good
.. Positive
.. Quietly confident

• Happy
.. Excited
.. Relieved

- Frustrated

- Worried

- AIIJ(IOUS
- "W1sn I nadn't started"
.. No control

.. Anxious

.. lfll!)atient
- Worned
- Anxious
- Stressed

.. 01sappomted

• Stressed

•-ee"'-""

- Overwnelmed
- Frustrated (time)

- Tnis is going to be difficul t
- Tne portal seemed long
- I'm leaving it all to tne
arcnitect

- will it get apprCNed?
- Have I done it rignt?
- Let's do it!

.. Stresstu l wnat 1f?

- Wtr,J is it taking so long?
- wnen will I near back?
- Has it been received?
- "At tneir mercy"
- Will I need to do
anytning else?

- $ Approved:

Let's get started

-e RefUsed: wno do

I contact?
- Waste of time, effort, money
- Inconsistency in tne
approacn - subjective
- $ Contacting builder
- Buying materials
- Updating plans

-e Calling arcnitect/LA

- SUbmitting evidence and
appeal

.. Frustrated
.. Worned

"No news is good news"?

Average
Satisfaction $ """""

cnaracteriseo t,; not mowmg

Summary
of Stage

what to do rx where to start
EXClteCJ aoout tne prOfOCt

E1tner creaung more space
or aooingvatue
001ng sometrung toma1<e
my 11re Detter

cn~a«tsea oy malang StKe

the lob Is clone prope<ly and the
people UKy are wOfklng w1tncan

oe trustea aM wm ao a gooa Joo
suu ecatea out reaus1~ trus 1sa

01g pr0Ject

~sseo everytn1ng overto tne

..,,hltect • so happy they're clolng
nout stUI conrusea
Ftngers crossea werytrung 1s01<.ay

rm~ my appucauon nas no.v
been submitted but rm anxious

aoout neanng Dack tram me 1oca1
aur.norny
wnat nappens rr my app11cauon is

not successrun

wamng to near tram someone .
no progress or updates to let me
1<now wnars nappen1r1gw1tnmy

appucauon
My arcn1tect 1<oop ScfJlng ·no navs
IS gooo news~ Dut I want to Know

wnar-s nappmtng

e

rm rea1ry l'lilPPY the appucauon
was appro.,ea, wnat nappens ooct?

•

rmrea11y a1sappo1ntea .
1rs avery suotecttve ~ocess....
someone oown tne street got tne
same tntng appro.,ea!
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3. Citizen commenter customer journey map
of
the Service

''

:

.

Discover

Thinking

- How do I get more info?
- wno do I speak to?
- w nat will be tile impact
on my v iew?
- Can I do anytning
about it?
-wnat are the timelines
of work?

- Wny is it not online?
- Wnere do I make my
comment?
- "Local autnority want
tne same tning as
developers"
- "Doing it no matter w nat
I say"

- Where do I comment?
- Will it make a difference?
- How will it affect our area?
- How will it affect tne kids?
- It's wortn a try
- May be a waste of time

- No communication
- Wnen am I getting
a response?
- w nat's tne outcome?
- I knew it was a done deal
- Wouldn't comment
in tne future

- Wtr,J is it taking so long?
- Wnat next?
- Waste of time
- Happy i t was taken
seriously

- Knew i t was a done deal
- How long until it crops
up again?
- Still waiting on a response
- Always tninking
sometning will get built
- We won

Doing

• Talked about i t with
partner and neignbours
- Speaking to local
businesses
- Moaning on facebook
- Finding more info on
internet and in papers
- Using tne local library

- Making points for
objection
- Writing letters
- Going to view plans
- Getting scnool involved
- Facebook petition
- Going to consultations

- Forum online
- Comment on facebook
- Door to door suivey
- SUivey monkey
- Signing petition

- Scottish TV/ news
- Newspaper
- Speaking to neignbours
- Local discussion witn
community
- No acknowledgement
of objection
- Waiting for a reply

- Email
- Letter
- Social media
- snaring resources on
social media
- Talking to neignbours
- C,etting on witn lif e

- Newspaper
- News
- Speaking to neighbours

- Relaxed want to be neard
- Curious: don't nave
any details

• Hopeful
- Curious

- Happy to make my
opinion known
- Hopeful

• Happy
- Sense of acn1evernent

- Satisfied

- Very nappy

- Annoyed
- Concerned
- Angry

- Don't know wno to trust
- Not nappy
- Angry

- W1ll 1t make a difference>
- "done dear

- Really disappointed
- Concerned
- unnear<l/ignored

- Concerned
- Frustrated
- Disappointed
- Give upl!

- Uncertain
- Something may still happen
- Annoyed
- Really d1ssapointed

Feeling

•-ee"'-""

•

Average
Satisfaction $ """""

cn.r-c1eter1seo t,; a oesire tonoo

DUi: more 1nra.

Summary
of Stage

users naa 1ots orquestions wnen

UK'J oecame aware or p1amea

amv1ry out Olten ren mere was
no Clear place to acqutre more 1nro
on me proposea OC:.Ye1op-nent

users ream out to otnl:f' peopte
arouna tnem to get more lnl'a.

cnaraaertsea oy usersquesuonmg

1r UK'J can maice a arrrerenc:e to

sometntng tnat seems rxv1taD1e

eaoone oeal).
users are trying to gatn a Detter
unaerstane1ngor tne situation
~

creaung tne1rootectton.

Trying to nna out now to comment
ana trunk1ng aoout tne arrectsor
me aeveiopmrot?

users arevo1c1ng tnetr opinions.
Feenngs or 1nev1taomry.

"In Limbo"

•
Ude or commun1cauon tram

tne 1oca1aumonry.
cmzens are 1.n ltrnDO!
1n1s retnrorces tne ree11ngtnat
tn1s 1s a oone aea1ana tner
vo1ee aoesn1 matter.

wnen tnere 1s a1a1ogue users
are trun1<1.ng: HaPPJ It was taken
seriousiy~
wnen tnere 1s a lcKI< 01 a1a1ogue
users are tn1n1<1re '"'INaste or ume~
8

users are e1tner worrieo aoout
ruture oevetopment 1.n tne area
at ten Watnout artj Closure..
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4. Development management opportunity map I
Map
Development management

• Guiaance .A. Communications ■ Consistency

Oppomrity

....,.

....,.

....,.

+ IT/Software

....,.

Pre-application- -- ----- -- --- --Validation----- - ---- - --Assessment- -- - --- --- --- Decision
I want to build ~

I war t to find out more

ething

Complete & submit

Consisten minirrun

requirement
- W ease

■

Laoto fpu01ic
knOWleClge

awareness

a-no

+

Wai t

7

1rconsistent
app-oaehes to
variaation

Share tasl<Saf'ICI

kl"IOWleclge • lA's

+

• l mpro1ewor1<flow
e.g techs vaticlate

lrnpcove comms

~Nt~~=

Improve

"

■

• CornpatiDil~

speea. upgrades

•

+

Review c,oaro 1aru
~anc1

~~f~•::\o

Minimum stanaaras

for vaticlat.ion

•

lrvest

lrtegrate T

contact oetails

ensure Detter
unoerstancling to
justify oecision •

• Staff
• Training cro1e ana
p,ocess,

Better comms
• Upc1ates/

notifications

r mescaies/
responsibilities not
aatiereo to
Clear cuioaf'!(:e
tor users. s1mp1e
guiaelftS af'ICI rot
JUsl text
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5. Citizen LDP awareness and engagement survey
•

16·24 (53)

•

25·34 {231)

•

35•44 (187)

•

55-70 (163)

.

"'70 [31)

45.54 (134)

Heard of LOP

Looked at LOP

commented on LOP

Attended LOP event

Figure 5. Engagement by Age Group of 800 respondents in the Citizen Awareness and Engagement Survey.

•

•1SK l207l

•

16·301< (291)

•

31 -501< (194)

•

66-80k (12)

•

>80K (8)

5H5k (35)

Heard of LOP

Looked at LOP

commented on LOP

l

Attended LOP event

Figure 6. Engagement by Income Band of 800 respondents in the Citizen Awareness and Engagement Survey.

•

FUIIIIIM (439)

•

Part lime (108)

•

SIU(len(

(38)

~anernomeorramlly 149)
•

U"""1)4oyo<I (30)

•

11e1tr,a (100j

,.,=

t;!

c
~

>,
0

i5.

E

11,1

0

~

Heard of LOP

Looked at LOP

commented on LDP

Attended LDP event

Figure 7. Engagement by Employment Status of 800 respondents in the Citizen Awareness and Engagement Survey.
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6. Citizen awareness - motivations, barriers, and opportunities
AWARE

MOTIVATIONS

CHANNELS
Letters & !_eaflets

•

Social Media

•

Word of Mouth/People

•

Local Press/fraditional Media

•

Physical Spaces (Dev Site)

"Feel that I am able lo influence proposals ensun·ng that it is not a
done deal"

"/ wan/

THOUGHTS/FEELINGS
• Curious, hopeful, interet.ted,' in-'

to contribute to my community to make the area better.

"I'm more likely to get involved if affects me directly, i.e. Where I live,
work, or study. ·

Concerned, uneasy, unhappy,
annoyed, angry (-ve}

ISSUES

"/ want to have a chance to voice my opinions, and have those
opinions acknowledged and taken into account. ·

Reading an LOP
Clea r Impacts & Benefits of an LDP
Trust & Transparency-Case stud ies &
publi c data.
Easy to use & understand- "speak my
language"
Improve Publicity, targeting & .accessibility (availability)

ti

II■

c _ _ _ _ l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Commenting on an LDP

Easier to Use: Simplify, Guidance and
examples (how-to)
Multichannel options
Trust,. Transparency & Independence
Case studies & pubfr c data

BARRIERS

Selling Expectations

Find ing out more information

Re.assurance

Limited notification/awareness
•

LIKELY TO ENGAGE l'0STJIMPIWVEMENT?

"I'll be more likely lo a/tend if the event is being
held locally."

Ambivalent, indifferent (n)
,

FURTHER ENGAGEMENT
SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS

➔

•

trigued, optimistic ( +ve

MOTIVATIONS & BARRIERS

Limited language provision for
ethnic groups

"it is already a done deal, my opinions wont change anything."

OPPORTUNITIES
Markeiing{Targe1ing
•

Social Media

•

Personal Tou ch/Face-lo--,face

,

Multi-Channel comms
(notification)

•

Flexible Meetings (Time/Location)

•

Trust

"It's a daunting experience speaking in a room with
lots of people (I don 't know) r
'There aren't suitable times that work

•1don 't like confrontation"

"I'm not as knowledgeable as others that may be attending·
·1 don 't know what to expect i.e. what will we hear, how many people
will be attending, how wi!! we reach a conclusion/consensus? What is
done with our comments?"

Event Size and l iming (fl exib le}
S ign-t1p, information & expectation selling
Optimise use of tecti
Wider options to contr bute
Make ii Relevant- How does it affect
me?

Attending an LOP event

I
~ i L__----■.. . . .,1------■---I~--l::

6

l s

"' 7 1
~ 4
:: 3
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7. Citizen engagement - motivations, barriers, and opportunities
READ LOP

Perceptions of bias and influence

"What is the point?"

No chance to speak or contribute

"Who else is responding, and
what are they thinking?"

little trust and confidence

Complex and too long
Lack of co-ordination (between
plans)

"How do I do this right?"
"It's too long and complicatedl"

Too many people wi1h an axe to
grind

Annoyed I unhappy w ith plans

"Want to know more about t he

Difficult to understand,

I just want to know: me/ my family
"What's going on?"
"Find out more information-better
informed"

Motivations

Broader Concerns/ Issues:
Community: "Could te positive·
Business: "What will impact be on
local business?"

Having specific issues with proposed developments

Engagement Effectiveness
7

"it's a done deal!"

plans, potential changes and how
they affect me."

Objection dependent on public

Sensing the mood!

meeting outcome

Wanted to object- "the plan was
contentious."

Creating momentum for change
(mass action)

PAST AND FUTURE

ATTENDED EVENT

"I'm interfering!"

It's important

Thoughts/
Feelings

COMMENTED

How effective did you feel your engagement was?

6

..

5

~ 4

~ 3

l; 2

0..

'l; 1
0

z

0

"Make my contribution and have
my voice heard"

Environment: ""What about Air

Pollution?"

"What's in it for me?" - The benefits
are unclear
Accessibility- · It's not easy to f01d
further informat ion."

Barriers

Waste of tim-"it's too late in the
process I"
Unclear how to make a comment
Anxi eties of the unknown- "!
don't know what to expect!"

Too much information and detail"overwhelmed"

Anxiety over commenting publicly

Very time consuming to read.

"I would if it affected me directly."

Language & Terminology
Confusing Bigger Picture
More accessible/easier to find
Reduce length and complexity

Opportunities

Improve language and positioning
More Interactive and engaging
Non-digital engagement options"face-to-face!"

Help & Guidance - simplify responding
Clearly set expectations (what
happens now and next)
Alternative feedback options
Knowing my voice matters
Knowing what others saying

No objectio~in s14>port, no
need to attend.
Unsuitable tine and location.
Scope too broad-"There's too
much to consider!"
Poor notification of event details
Don't know what to expect-"Fear
of the unknown"
Fear of commenting in public"it's a large space, with lots of peoplel"

Future Engagement Likelihood
How likely is it that you would engage with the next LOP?

Broaden engageme1t
More options for meetings-time,
location and size.
Use marketing strategy and techniques to target engagement
Provide feedback on the engagement
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